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COCHRAN AND OTHER VENUSIAN IMPACT CRATERS; H.J. Moore, U.S. 
Geological Survey, Menlo Park, CA, 94025, C.M Weitz, Calif. Inst. Tech., 
Jet Propulsion Laboratory, Pasadena, CA, 91109, G.G. Schaber, U.S. 
Geological Survey, Flagstaff, AZ, 86004. 

Geologic mapping of impact craters on Venus provides information for 
interpreting crater materials and est~blishing sequences and processes of 
formation of the materials [I]. Cochran, 103 km across (51.g0N.; 143.5OE.), 
is an excellent example; others include: Stuart (72 km), Franklin (72 km), 
Addams (90 km), and Isabella (168 km). Like more than 80% of Venusian 
craters 32-128 km across, these craters and their flank deposits are 
bilaterally symmetrical and have bright outflows [I]. They also have the 
same types and sequences of formation of crater materials (from oldest to 
youngest): (1) crater rim - three facies, (2) bright outflow (bright 
plains), (3) peak ring, (4) crater wall, and (5) crater floor [ I ]  (Fig. 1). 
Cochran is interesting because the bright outflows are controlled by local 
topography. The target material of Cochran is ridged plains; elevated 
tessera are found to the west. Here, we discuss the topographic control of 
the outflows of Cochran and interpret its significance; some aspects of the 
other craters are mentioned. 

The bright outflows of Cochran occur as: - 
(1) fingers in swales that extend toward 
the crater rim on the western, northern, and 
southern crater flanks, (2) as patches on 
plains and tessera to the west and northwest, 
(3) as a band, 22-77 km wide and 340 km long, 
that arcs around the northern flanks to a 
point east of Cochran, and (4) as a band, 
14-60 km wide and 240 km long, that arcs 
around the southern flanks to a point 
southeast of Cochran (Fig. 1). Inferred flow 
directions are in excellent agreement with 
topographic contours prepared from the 
Magellan altimetry [2], except to the 
northwest where outflow materials occur on 
elevated tessera as much as 300 m above t9 B, ,G~,  ptaans - tontau 
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down a shallow valley with a gradient near 
5*104; local wide expanses of outflow 
deposits may represent areas of ponding Fig. 1. Generalized 
because they coincide with topographic lows. geologic map of Cochran. 
The southernmost outflows flowed down the crater 
flanks in swales and appear to have incised crater rim material. Farther 
downstream the flows were deflected eastward; flow was constrained by a 
valley formed by the crater flanks and a ridge to the south; the gradient 
of the valley is near l*10'3. Two of the fingers appear to have been 
sequentially truncated (from east to west) by subsequent flow. Thus, the 
separation of the distal lobes at the eastern tip of the outflows and 
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bright lobes within them are the result of separation of their sources, 
rather than pulsing phenomena. 

The behavior of Cochran's outflows is consistent with highly mobile, 
erosive fluid-solid mixtures, like pyroclastic flows on Earth [3], that 
streamed down the crater flanks atop rim material and onto the plains. The 
outflows may have resulted from the collapse of a hot, turbulent cloud of 
atmospheric gases, glass shards, and shocked clasts that separated from the 
ejecta curtain [4,5,1]. Initial velocities of the outflows could have been 
quite high, but they clearly decayed to zero. Downstream of the 
southernmost swale, where the outflow changed direction toward the east 
with a radius of curvature near 40 km, deposits appear to be about 50 m 
higher on the southern bank than on the bank about 25 km to the north. The 
inferred velocity of flow is 27 m/s (96 km/hr) 50 km from the crater rim. 
Where the outflows have come to rest on the tessera some 50 to 300 m above 
surfaces to the southeast that are 50 km from the crater rim, minimum 
inferred velocities are near 30 to 70 m/s. These velocities are comparable 
to those of pyroclastic flows on Earth [3] so that the Energy-Line concept . 
[3] may provide insights into the nature of outflows [I]. 

In contrast with rayed craters on the Moon, bilateral symmetry is 
marked in most Venusian craters 32-128 km across [I]. Stuart, Franklin, 
and Addams form a sequence of symmetries that represents increasing 
incidence angles of the projectiles that produced them [I]. Rim materials 
of Stuart extend 60 km from the crater rim to the northwest, only 20 km to 
the southeast, and 32 km to the northeast and southwest; outflows originate 
in the northwest sector of the crater flanks. Rim materials of Franklin 
extend 100 km from the crater rim to the northeast; near 80 km to northwest 
and southeast, but there is only a small flap in the southwest sector; 
outflows originate in the northeast sector of the flanks and partly obscure 
the rim materials. Rim materials of Addams extend 120 km from the crater 
rim to the southeast, but they are absent in the northwest sector; outflows 
originate in the southeast sector of the flanks. 

Isabella is the only crater known to us where flows of impact melt, 
like the lunar ones, may occur [I]. The best example, 45 km from the 
crater rim on the east flank, is a partly filled leveed channel, some 20 km 
long; a fan-shaped deposit is present on the down-slope side. Channel and 
flow widths are 3.4 and 8.4 km. Using a bulk density of 2,800 kg/m3, a 
surface gravity of 8.87 m/s2, and a gradient between 1.2 to 4.4*103, Hulme's 
levee-model yield strength [6] comes out to be 0.2 to 2.6 kPa which is 
comparable yield strengths of some lunar impact melts [7,8]. 
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